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Space agencies have recently awoken to the importance of exploring ocean worlds.
Some of these celestial bodies, such as Enceladus and Europa, exist within the dynamic
moon systems of giant planets like Jupiter and Saturn. The will to investigate these
moons in detail motivated the study of a new class of trajectories — complex moon tours
with the objective of drastically cutting down on the cost of orbital capture at these
moons. This work tackles the specific challenge of designing a preliminary spacecraft
trajectory capable of delivering as much mass as possible to Enceladus’ orbit. To begin
with, a framework for the mission is established. Then, the trajectory design starts
with the optimisation of several interplanetary flight sequences, obtained through a
process based on Tisserand plots. To achieve this, a global optimisation procedure with
a cooperative stochastic topology is outlined and implemented. To obtain solutions for
the moon tour, a modern V∞-Leveraging technique, demonstrated to be essential for
this class of missions, is studied and used. Finally, in a step beyond current literature,
the effect of the addition of inter-moon transfer orbits to the moon tour’s solution
is discussed and found to be non-negligible. The outcome of this work is an example
preliminary trajectory that enables an Enceladus orbiter spacecraft of up to two tonnes,
within a mission time of 13.9 years.

I. Introduction

Ocean worlds — celestial bodies that may harbour liquid oceans and lakes — are top candidates for
future missions that aim to answer one of the greatest scientific questions ever — are there other

lifeforms in our Solar System? The two ocean worlds with the higher potential to answer this question are
Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon Enceladus. These moons show strong evidences of dynamic
sub-surface water oceans and hydrothermal activity, two of the main ingredients for known life to thrive.

The objective of this work is to design an optimised trajectory with the final goal of inserting a
satellite in orbit around Enceladus, carrying the largest possible payload. This small icy moon orbits
Saturn, a mostly unexplored and harsh environment, where multiple-body gravitational effects dominate
and particle rings must be avoided to mitigate damage to spacecraft.

Enceladus has been previously visited by the Cassini-Huygens spacecraft, which discovered cryogeysers
in the south pole of the moon and performed flybys as close as 25 km.1 Important mission concepts
include the Titan Saturn System Mission (TSSM)2 and an Enceladus Orbiter,3 designed as part of the
2010 NASA Decadal Survey.

II. Mission Overview

The mission to Enceladus is divided in three phases, each with a specific problem to be solved. The first
phase handles the interplanetary cruise and the objective is to obtain an interplanetary trajectory with
the lowest possible ∆V while minimising the cost of the Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) manoeuvre. Then,
the SOI phase starts with the purpose of determining and optimising the spacecraft’s arrival geometry,
including the Periapsis Raising Manoeuvre (PRM) which brings the spacecraft to the last phase of the
mission — the moon tour.

The need for a moon tour arises from the necessity of lowering the cost of orbit insertion at Enceladus.
A direct Hohmann transfer between Titan and the icy moon would result in an Enceladus Orbit Insertion
∆V of approximately 3.53 km/s (for a 200 km circular orbit), a prohibitive cost. The moon tour works
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by gradually decreasing the periapsis of the spacecraft’s orbit after the PRM to the orbit of Enceladus.
This is accomplished by stringing together transfers of the intermediate moons (Titan to Rhea, Rhea to
Dione, Dione to Tethys and Tethys to Enceladus).4 The orbital insertion manoeuvre is proportional to
the spacecraft’s velocity with respect to Enceladus at the time of encounter. The variation in periapsis
of the spacecraft’s orbit is accompanied by a reduction of this relative velocity.

Table 1: Mission start and duration parameters
for the mission to Enceladus

Parameter Mission to Enceladus

Mission Start Jan 1, 2022 to Jan 1, 2030

Interplanetary Flight Time (6 to 10) years

Moon Tour Duration (0 to 4) years

Total Mission Duration ≤17 years

The design process starts with fixing a suitable time
frame for the mission to take place. By taking into
account the scope of other missions already built, or
being designed, it was considered that the parameters
established in Table 1 are realistic.

Total mission time is usually constrained by the rec-
ommended use time of current nuclear power cores,
around 14 years for typical Radioisotope Thermoelec-
tric Generators (RTGs) or 17 years for more recent Ad-
vanced Stirling Radioisotope Generators (ASRGs).3,5

II.A. Power and Propulsion

Spacecraft that are designed to reach the outer solar system (beyond Jupiter) are electrically powered by
nuclear devices such as RTGs (e.g. Cassini)1 or modern ASRGs (e.g. TSSM).2 Beyond Jupiter, the flux
of solar energy is so low that employing solar electric power at that distance, with current technology,
would result in large, heavy and hard to pack solar panels, meaning that the use of that type of power at
Saturn would be highly inconvenient. Therefore, nuclear power is preferred for a mission to Enceladus,
despite the obvious caveats associated with handling nuclear material.

Each propulsion system has its advantages and disadvantages2,6 but electric propulsion has a critical
downside. Because ion and plasma thrusters are mainly based on the principle of accelerating particles to
high speeds, the energetic consumption of these thrusters is somewhat higher than that of conventional
chemical engines.7 Current RTGs and ASRGs have a lower power output that is not capable of powering
both the spacecraft’s subsystems and its thrusters,7 unless multiple are used which would drive the launch
mass and risk factors up. Due to these electrical considerations, chemical propulsion will be used for the
entirety of this mission but the alternative of using a hybrid system — low thrust for the interplanetary
cruise and impulsive for Saturn — remains open to be studied in a future work.

III. Tisserand Plots

Tisserand graphs come in many shapes, depending on their purpose, but the one that is most useful
to us is the apoapsis vs periapsis (Ra vs Rp) formulation. It allows for a clearer vision of the spacecraft
orbit, despite not being suitable for representing hyperbolic trajectories but these won’t be studied in
this work.8

Each point in the Tisserand plot is an orbit around the central body (e.g. Saturn) and every contour
is a curve where the points have the same Tisserand Constant, which is intimately related to the hyperbolic
excess velocity,4

CTiss = 3− v2∞, (1)

where v∞ is the non-dimensional hyperbolic excess velocity of the spacecraft’s orbit with respect to
the gravity-assist body (e.g. a moon). Moving along a contour is then equivalent to performing a non-
impulsive flyby around a planet or moon: the spacecraft’s orbit around the central body (e.g. Saturn)
changes but the magnitude of V∞, with respect to the gravity-assist body (e.g. a moon), remains
approximately constant. Each orbit in a contour can be identified by its pump angle, α, which is related
to the coordinates of the graph through4

asc =
1

1− v2∞ − 2v∞ cos (α)
, (2)

where asc is the non-dimensional semi-major axis of the orbit. The maximum possible variation in α
along a curve is determined by the maximum turn-angle, δmax, which is associated with the safe flyby
radius of each gravity assist body, rsafe. This can be described as

|α2 − α1|max = δmax = 2 sin−1
(

µga

µga + rsafeV 2
∞

)
, (3)
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where V∞ is the dimensional hyperbolic excess velocity with respect to the gravity assist body. By using
this characteristic of Tisserand plots, it is possible to understand how much a single flyby at a certain
gravity assist body can affect the spacecraft’s orbit around the central body.

The construction of these plots is well documented in literature.4

IV. V∞-Leveraging Technique (VILT)

The V∞-Leveraging Technique (VILT) couples the use of a small deep-space manoeuvre to modify
V∞ with respect to a body (e.g. a moon) with the use of gravity-assist manoeuvres to target resonant, or
near-resonant, orbits that allow for a cheap return to that body. This idea has laid somewhat dormant
since 1997 but, with the upcoming missions to icy moons, it was revived as a way to design complex moon
tours with the goal of lowering the final capture ∆V .4,8 The notation used in this work to represent
VILTs is in agreement with the literature:4

[interior/exterior]-[OO/OI/II/IO] N:M(L)

• N: Integer number of moon revolutions.

• M: Integer number of spacecraft revolutions.

• L: Revolution number where the DSM occurs.

• Interior / Exterior: If the DSM is performed at the apoapsis of the transfer orbit, the VILT is
said to be exterior. On the other hand, an interior VILT has a DSM at the periapsis of the transfer
orbit.

• OO/OI/II/IO: Related to the location of the flybys on either end of a VILT (whether they are
inbound or outbound relatively to the periapsis of the transfer).

Between interior and exterior leveraging and each type of encounter (II,OO,OI,IO) there are 8 types
of possible VILTs for a given N:M (L) combination. VILTs can be of the tangent or non-tangent kind.
Tangent VILTs restrict the geometry of the manoeuvre so that the V∞ vector is tangent to the velocity of
the gravity assist body at one end of the VILT. While tangent VILTs have been shown to provide efficient
V∞ change for large moons, they have also been found to limit, or decrease, the efficiency of gravity-assist
manoeuvres in small moons, such as Enceladus, Tethys or Dione.4,8 The method implemented in this
work will include both tangent and non-tangent transfers. The DSM is tangent to the orbital velocity
and is placed at apoapsis or periapsis.4,8 The procedure implemented to compute VILTs is explained in
the literature.4

V. Interplanetary Phase Trajectory Design

The trajectory design of the interplanetary phase starts by solving the sequencing problem. Then,
each sequence is globally optimised to build a pool of potential candidate trajectories.

V.A. Tisserand Sequencing

At a first glance, there would be an infinite number of paths that a spacecraft could follow to go from
Earth to Saturn but, in practice, some combinations lead to a higher mission cost or unfeasible times of
flight. Naturally, choosing an adequate sequence will have positive effects on fuel consumption, flight time
and launch energy required. The method implemented in this work makes use of the Tisserand graph to
find potential flight sequences, within an allotted time frame. The alternative to Tisserand Sequencing
is automatic sequencing, where the optimiser is allowed to automatically define the sequence of planets
from a pool of candidates. The upside to this approach is that it is fully automatic and requires no user
knowledge or input. This method, however, is very inefficient as the combinations of planets generated
may be far from optimal, vastly increasing the search space and the problem’s complexity.

Flight sequences are found by linking the intersections of V∞ curves from different planets, which
correspond to potential transfer orbits. Ballistic resonant orbits (Tsc = NTplanet, where N is integer) are
also added to the graph to allow potential resonant flybys.

V.B. Global Optimisation

The interplanetary phase optimisation problem is described by the commonly used MGA-1DSM formu-
lation.9 This formulation allows the spacecraft to perform trajectories with multiple gravity assists and
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with one Deep Space Manoeuvre (DSM) in each leg. After the sequencing problem has been solved, each
sequence obtained by the path-finding algorithm needs to be optimised to find the best trajectories.

The optimisation algorithms used in this work are a part of the PyGMO10 open-source optimisation
library, which is maintained by the Advanced Concepts Team at ESA. PyGMO is coded in C++ and
exposed to Python, which allows the user to easily add new optimisation problems and algorithms, taking
advantage of Python’s ease of use and C++’s higher computational speed.

Stochastic Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are employed to optimise the interplanetary trajectory in
this work. These algorithms have various advantages over deterministic methods:9 they do not require an
initial guess, as the initial conditions are randomly generated, they are easy to implement and converge
faster to global optima, despite being computationally more demanding, and are overall better at avoiding
local minima. The downside to EAs lies with their random nature — these algorithms are stochastic and
therefore introduce a degree of non-systematic behaviour in the system with the addition of not having a
convergence criteria to ensure the optimality of the solutions obtained. Furthermore, these strategies have
difficulty in treating constraints, with penalty methods being applied to filter out unfeasible trajectories.9

Strategies using Monotonic Basin Hopping (MBH), Differential Evolution (DE) or Simulated Anneal-
ing with Adaptive Neighbourhood (SA-AN) have been used in past works9,11 successfully, with cooper-
ation between stochastic algorithms having been shown to improve over the individual performance of
each algorithm.11

Different combinations of algorithms with varied configurations were tested against each other by
solving the Cassini-2 MGA-1DSM optimisation problem. This problem is part of ESA’s Global Trajectory
Optimisation Problems (GTOP) database, a compendium of optimisation problems and their best known
solutions. The winning algorithm configurations are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2. The configuration
parameters of each algorithm can be consulted in PyGMO’s online documentation.10 A local optimiser,
Compass Search (CS), was added in the center of the rim topology to locally optimise the best solutions
found by each algorithm, improving the overall quality of the optimisation.
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Figure 1: Optimisation Topology (Rim)

Table 2: Optimiser Configuration

Algorithm Islands Configuration

Compass Search 1

Max. Evaluations = 1000

Start Range = 10−2

Stop Range = 10−5

Reduction Coeff = 1
2

MBH+DE
2,6 DE Variant 5 and MBH

3,5 DE Variant 1 and MBH

4,7 DE Variant 2 and MBH

V.C. Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI)

At the end of the interplanetary trajectory, it is necessary to perform a Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI)
manoeuvre to have the spacecraft enter into an orbit around Saturn and be captured by the planet’s
gravity — phase two of the mission to Enceladus begins. This phase can be divided in two parts: orbital
capture and a Periapsis Raising Manoeuvre (PRM), with the objective of targeting a flyby at Titan. Titan
was chosen to start the moon tour because it is the largest moon in the Saturn system and, therefore,
it allows a higher design flexibility as it is easier to change orbital characteristics, such as inclination,
with Titan than other lower gravity moons. With Titan, it is possible to reduce the apoapsis of the
spacecraft’s orbit down from the long-period PRM orbit faster than with a smaller moon.

The orbit capture phase is based on B-Plane geometry,6 which is well described in literature and
will not be explained here for the sake of shortness. The capture geometry depends essentially on the
incoming asymptote, related to the V∞ vector, on a user-defined point of closest approach, rca and on a
user-defined post-capture orbit, usually defined by its eccentricity, ecapture.

The most challenging and unique aspect of entering Saturn’s orbit are its massive rings that pose a
considerable threat to the spacecraft’s structural integrity. It was decided that the spacecraft would cross
the ring plane in the F-G gap. This gap has two safe zones: an 8500 km strip between the F ring and
the Janus ringlet and another, larger, 12000 km strip between the Janus ringlet and the G ring, where
the Cassini-Huygens probe crossed when it arrived at Saturn.2,12 Other efficient alternatives, that were
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considered too risky to perform in this mission, were crossing in the 400 km Huygens Gap, in the Cassini
Division, or between the planet and the D ring, a possibility put forth by TSSM’s mission designers.2

The point where the spacecraft crosses the rings can be adjusted by varying the capture’s user-defined
parameters, rca and ecapture.

After the orbital capture manoeuvre, it is necessary to perform a Periapsis Raising Manoeuvre (PRM).
The PRM burn changes periapsis more efficiently when placed at apoapsis of the post-insertion ellipse,
although this may not be an optimal location if the goal is to reach Titan. The ∆V associated with the
PRM manoeuvre will vary with the period of the post-capture orbit. Typically, longer orbits with a high
period and eccentricity produce cheaper PRM manoeuvres.

The method that was chosen to design the PRM is rather straightforward: solve Lambert problems
that start in the vicinity of the apoapsis of the post-capture orbit and end at Titan, with variable time of
flight. This is complicated by the need to impose two constraints. Firstly, the post-PRM orbit inclination
should be as low as possible to permit a first flyby of Titan that will perform an orbital plane change to
the plane of Titan’s orbit, in agreement with the 2D approach used when computing VILTs. Then, the
arrival V∞ with respect to Titan, V∞,T itan, should also be as low as possible as this reduces the cost of
the V∞-leveraging manoeuvres required to perform the Titan phase of the moon tour.

This constrained optimisation problem is solved with the use of Sequential Least Squares Programming
(SLSQP). SLSQP is a local optimiser suited for non-linear constrained problems. The use of a local
optimiser in this problem is reasonable due to the small number of optimisation variables.

VI. Moon Tour Trajectory Design

The strategy implemented in this work will make use of a deterministic Branch and Bound method
to string together a tour of VILTs and resonant orbits. It will be assumed here that all manoeuvres are
performed in the orbital plane of the moons and the moons’ orbits will initially be considered circular.
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Figure 2: Example of an exterior VILT overlaid on
a ra-rp Tisserand plot.

The building block of the moon tour is the V∞-
leveraging transfer. The Tisserand plot is useful to
understand the logic behind linking these manoeu-
vres, as pictured in Figure 2.

The blue line in Figure 2 is the result of com-
puting several phase-fixed exterior N:M VILTs
starting at V∞1, where each point in the line is as-
sociated with a different post-VILT V∞. Changing
VILT parameters, such as L, kei or the geometry,
yields different curves (like the blue dashed lines).
For a fixed set of (EXT/INT) N:M VILTs start-
ing at V∞1 there are 4M curves — one for each
combination of geometry and L.

Point B is either a resonant ballistic transfer orbit (II and OO geometries) or a non-resonant ballistic
transfer orbit (OI and IO geometries). Non-resonant transfers are orbits that, despite not having a period
that is an integer multiple of TMoon, still encounter the moon at one of the intersection points of the two
orbits.

If our incoming orbit is at point A, there are three alternatives to move across the Tisserand plot. If
point C is within the maximum possible rotation (equation 3), then we can do a gravity-assist to move
along the V∞1 curve to reach that point and then perform an exterior VILT (constant ra) to move to
D. At point D, the spacecraft re-encounters the moon and can now repeat this process in curve V∞2.
Alternatively, the spacecraft can perform a flyby to move to point B and enter a resonant orbit that
will end back at the gravity-assist body, with no change in V∞ and no ∆V cost. If neither B nor C are
reachable due to the minimum flyby constraint, it is still possible to perform a gravity assist to point C’
and hop to a higher V∞ curve, allowing us to possibly reach new resonances to continue the VILT tour.
While this is non-intuitive and goes against the objective to lower V∞, if this VILT has a low resonance,
associated with an attractively low flight time, it may justify the increase. This procedure is iteratively
repeated until a goal node is reached, obtaining one phase of the moon tour.

Each phase of the moon tour is divided in three main components. The phase starts with a branch and
bound search, where a library of solutions is built. Then, one or more solutions are selected according to
criteria, such as ∆V and time of flight, and the phase is connected to the next one through a constrained
optimisation problem based in a MGA-1DSM formulation. A Depth-First strategy is used with Branch
and Bound because it produces full solutions faster, enabling the pruning criteria to be refined early on.
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To prepare the VILT search, a pre-defined list of allowed resonances is required. In this work, the
maximum time for a resonant orbit was set at 30 days (except for Titan). Resonances with higher periods
than that are excluded from the search. Then, the search space is partitioned in discrete V∞ values, like
in a Tisserand graph. Naturally, the more V∞ levels present in the search, the slower the algorithm is.
For the purposes of this work, all solutions were obtained at 50 m/s steps (except Titan). Finally, a list
of goal nodes is built. These goal nodes are the intersection of each V∞ level with the horizontal line
rp = rnext, where rnext is the orbital radius of the next moon in the sequence. For the case of Enceladus,
no goal nodes are required as the search returns a result when it finds a node with a user-defined V∞.

The VILT search can now be started. The algorithm obeys the following rules:

• A branch is pruned when the path’s time of flight has exceeded a user-given TOFmax or when the
path’s cost is higher than a user-given ∆Vmax or than the actual best cost.

• The search stops when a maximum number of results has been reached or when the entire tree has
been explored.

• A path is a result when it includes the goal node and its cost is equal or lower than the actual best.

• Flybys have to obey the minimum flyby radius constraint.

• VILTs are constrained to a user-given ∆VV ILT,max. This is done to avoid needlessly increasing the
search space with costly manoeuvres.

• Flybys can not be performed in an “uphill” direction, meaning αpost−GA > αpre−GA has to be
verified.

• If the spacecraft arrives outbound / inbound, it leaves outbound / inbound. This prunes out
infeasible flybys and reduces the number of VILTs that have to be computed at every step.

Potential solutions for a given phase of the moon tour are selected based on ∆V and time of flight.
Sometimes, because phasing has to be taken into account, a tour that exhibits the lowest ∆V and time
of flight might not be the best if the transfer between consecutive moons has a high cost. This means
that choosing a trajectory for each phase of the moon tour is an iterative procedure. Ideally, the phasing
problem should be solved for all solutions obtained by the search algorithm but this could lead to high
computation times. This automation remains a possibility to be investigated.

VI.A. Inter-moon Transfers

Now that we have a potential tour for a selected phase, it is time to attach the solution to an epoch
and deal with the transfer orbits between one moon and the next. This procedure begins at the last
flyby in the tour where, to determine a transfer orbit to the next moon in the sequence, a constrained
optimisation problem, based on the MGA-1DSM formulation, is launched. The decision vector of this
problem is given by

p = [T, η, β, rfb], (4)

where T is the transfer time of flight, η is the non-dimensional parameter that defines where in the arc
the DSM is executed, β is the 3D flyby plane change angle and rfb is the flyby radius of the last flyby. If
T is big enough, then the spacecraft can perform multiple revolutions of the central body before the DSM
is executed. This is convenient in the Saturn system because moon periods are small, when compared to
the Solar system. A multi revolution geometry allows the spacecraft to “wait” until the alignment with
the moon is most convenient to perform the impulsive manoeuvre.

This problem is subject to two equality constraints,

V∞ = V∞next and itransfer = inext, (5)

where i is the inclination. The arrival V∞ at the next moon must equal a user-defined value and the
inclination of the arrival orbit must be in the orbital plane of the next moon in the sequence, to maintain
the reasonability of the assumption that all flybys are planar during a moon tour phase. The complete
Tisserand plot of the moon system is useful when choosing V∞next

, as it allows an overview of the paths
that lead to the lowest possible V∞ level when arriving at Enceladus.

This problem is solved by using the SLSQP algorithm, due to the problem’s constrained nature and
small number of optimisation variables.
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VII. Results

VII.A. Interplanetary Phase

The interplanetary phase starts with the Tisserand Sequencing. The sequences that are to be optimised
are: EVEVES, EVEJS, EVVEJS, EVEEJS, EVES, EVVEES, EVEES, EVVES, EJS, EEVEES. The
latter was not obtained from Tisserand sequencing, but from literature (TSSM). After optimisation, the
two most promising sequences were found to be EVEES and EVVES, with sequences using Jupiter falling
largely behind in terms of ∆V cost. The two most interesting trajectories obtained are shown in table 3.

Table 3: Interplanetary phase results. ∆VSOI is estimated for insertion into an elliptic orbit with rp =
1.7Rs and e = 0.99.

ID Sequence
Launch V∞

[m/s]

Interplanetary ∆V

[m/s]

Arrival V∞
[m/s]

Time of Flight

[Years]
Launch Date Arrival Date

Est. ∆VSOI

[m/s]

Total ∆V

[m/s]

1 EVEES 3.95 136 5826.95 9.98 19-11-2024 15-11-2034 676.68 812.68

2 EVEES 3.99 455.13 5761.4 9.97 12-12-2022 03-12-2032 663.24 1118.3

Due to the stochastic nature of the algorithms employed, it is not possible to guarantee that the
solutions presented are the globally optimum solutions. Moreover, a solution that presents the lowest
∆V cost may not be a suitable trajectory due to the Saturn insertion characteristics. In fact, this is
what happens to the solutions presented in table 3. Trajectory 1 (T1) presents the lowest cost but
the conditions of its arrival at Saturn are not favorable for the last phases. Due to the higher arrival
declination of T1, the cost of the PRM is increased, when compared to T2 and the same happens to the
spacecraft’s Titan arrival V∞. Because the advantages in the final phases outweigh the disadvantages of
a higher cost in phase one, T2 was considered as option A for the mission to Enceladus and will be used
to obtain the results for the next phases.

VII.B. Saturn Orbit Insertion

Upon arrival at Saturn, the spacecraft descends through the ring plane and safely crosses it at around
2.5 Saturn Radii, well within the F-G gap, halfway between the F ring and the Janus ring, with about
4000 km of clear space to each side. The capture manoeuvre occurs after ring crossing, at 1.705 Saturn
Radii and places the probe into a highly elliptical orbit (ecapture = 0.99) with a period of 370 days. The
PRM takes place near the apoapsis of the post-capture ellipse and brings the spacecraft to Titan after
230 days, bringing the duration of this phase to a lengthy total of 383 days. This duration can be reduced
at the expense of extra ∆V , by reducing the allowable time of flight or relaxing the maximum inclination
constraint. The results of the Saturn Orbit Insertion phase are described in Figure 3 and Table 4.

Post-Insertion Orbit

e = 0.99

rp = 1.705 Saturn Radii

Period = 370.3 days

PRM

∆V = 328.4 m/s

After 153 days

Post-PRM Orbit

e = 0.89

Time of Flight = 230.78 days

i = 6.92º (IAU_SATURN)

Titan Arrival (21-12-2033)

V
∞ 

= 3000 m/s

Saturn Arrival (03-12-2032)

∆V
SOI

 = 639.5 m/s

Ring Crossing in F-G Gap at 2.495 R
SATURN

Figure 3: Saturn orbit insertion results

Table 4: Saturn Orbit Insertion results

Saturn Orbit Insertion

Total ∆V 967.86 m/s

Time of Flight 383.62 days

Titan Arrival V∞ 3 km/s

Titan Arrival Date 21-12-2033

Titan Arrival Inclination 6.92o

VII.C. Moon Tour

The moon tour starts when the spacecraft reaches Titan, after the Periapsis Raising Manoeuvre. Because
the incoming orbit’s inclination does not match Titan’s orbital plane, it is necessary to perform an
inclination “clean-up” flyby before starting the VILT search. Then, the Ra and Rp of the post-flyby orbit
are used as starting coordinates for the Titan phase of the design of the moon tour. The properties of
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this flyby can be consulted in table 5. Tables 6 through 10 display the results obtained for the moon
tour.

Table 5: Inclination change flyby (T0)

Plane-Change Flyby (T0) Units

Post-flyby orbital period days 63.78 (4TTitan)

Flyby Height km 1059.8

Plane-change angle (β) deg 141.89

Post-Flyby Inclination (IAU) deg 0.316

Tisserand Coordinates (Ra,Rp) (m,m) (5152306304,1001817141)

Table 6: Titan Phase

ID
Transfer Type

N:M(L)

V∞1

[km/s]

V∞2

[km/s]

∆V

[m/s]

TOF

[d]

Flyby Height

[km]

T1 ext-OO 3:1(0) 3.0 2.68 54.57 54.47 24291.5

T2 OO 1:1 2.68 2.68 0.0 16.54 846.6

T3 Transfer (OO) 2.68 RHEA 2.0 28.10 9.93 9287.3

Totals 82.55 75.7

The Titan phase (table 6) brings the spacecraft V∞ with respect to Titan from 3 km/s to 2.68 km/s —
a 320 m/s decrease at the cost of 54.57 m/s of ∆V . While some results indicated that it would have been
possible to perform the Titan phase with resonant flybys only (no fuel consumption), selecting results
for Titan depended on the performance of the algorithm for the Rhea phase. At first, Rhea sequences
were not being easily found because the transfer orbits from Titan would reach Rhea in a situation where
no resonant flybys or cheap VILTs were possible, resulting in very high ∆V impulsive manoeuvres to
continue with the tour. To solve this, the decision was made to spend more fuel in Titan VILTs so that the
transfer orbit would bring the spacecraft to Rhea in better conditions. This difficulty could be overcome
if the Titan arrival V∞ could be lowered to values closer to 2 km/s because Titan’s 2 km/s Tisserand
curve intersects Rhea’s curves at lower Ra values, closer to available resonant orbits and exterior VILTs.

Table 7: Rhea Phase

ID
Transfer Type

N:M (L)

V∞1

[km/s]

V∞2

[km/s]

∆V

[m/s]

TOF

[d]

Flyby Height

[km]

R1 int-OO 5:2(0) 2 1.9 99.74 22.57 209

R2 Int-OO 9:4(1) 1.9 1.8 99.46 40.62 132.26

R3 Int-OI 5:2(1) 1.8 1.7 98.64 26.53 135.23

R4 IO 11:6 1.7 1.7 0 50.31 252.76

R5 ext-OO 7:4(0) 1.7 1.35 31.38 47.66 261.98

R6 int-OO 8:5(0) 1.35 1.3 49.22 36.11 92.47

R7 OO 3:2 1.3 1.3 0 13.54 292.33

R8 OO 7:5 1.3 1.3 0 31.60 340.25

R9 OI 3:2 1.3 1.3 0 16.96 690.87

R10 IO 6:5 1.3 1.3 0 28.52 136.78

R11 OI 6:5 1.3 1.3 0 29.95 1274.20

R12 IO 1:1 1.3 1.3 0 6.58 279.18

R13 OO 1:1 1.3 1.3 0 4.52 397.1

R14 OI 1:1 1.3 1.3 0 6.13 327.04

R15 IO 5:6 1.3 1.3 0 25.90 85.05

R16 Transfer (OO) 1.3 DIONE 1.0 25.95 21.32 1315.5

Totals 404.4 408.81

Table 8: Dione Phase

ID
Transfer Type

N:M(L)

V∞1

[km/s]

V∞2

[km/s]

∆V

[m/s]

TOF

[d]

Flyby Height

[km]

D1 OO 4:3 1 1 0 10.90 130.44

D2 OO 9:7 1 1 0 24.53 272.15

D3 OO 5:4 1 1 0 13.63 693.42

D4 OO 6:5 1 1 0 16.35 361.92

D5 OO 7:6 1 1 0 19.08 890.32

D6 OI 9:8 1 1 0 26.35 224.39

D7 IO 1:1 1 1 0 3.922 148.16

D8 OO 1:1 1 1 0 2.73 364.85

D9 OI 1:1 1 1 0 3.75 328.15

D10 II 10:11 1 1 0 27.26 154.17

D11 IO 6:7 1 1 0 18.48 405.39

D12 Transfer (OO) 1 TETHYS 0.8 8.67 10.85 416.62

Totals 8.67 177.82

The Rhea phase has 16 flybys that bring the spacecraft’s V∞ with respect to Rhea from 2 km/s to
1.3 km/s, using 0.4 km/s of ∆V . Solutions for the Rhea phase were challenging to obtain. In addition
to lowering Titan arrival V∞, reducing the safe flyby radius can help by increasing the maximum turn
angle of Rhea flybys, decreasing the duration of the phase at the expense of more complex ground and
spacecraft systems. This was performed in literature4 but will not be performed here, with the objective
of obtaining a slightly more realistic trajectory. It is also noteworthy to state that some flybys have less
than 10 days of interval (R12,R13,R14), which could lead to a harder navigation problem. In the future,
a new rule can be added to the branch and bound search that will eliminate flybys that are too close in
time. This is in line with literature,4,8 where short consecutive flybys are also used.

The Dione phase is interesting as it is composed entirely of resonant flybys. Nevertheless, the search
algorithm did find solutions that made it possible to shorten time of flight at the expense of ∆V but
minimising ∆V cost for this phase was considered a priority after an expensive tour of Rhea.

The Tethys phase sees a reduction in the spacecraft’s V∞ with respect to Tethys from 0.8 km/s to 0.7
km/s, with a ∆V cost of 22.96 m/s, in 5 months. In this phase, flybys Te6, Te7 and Te8 are very close
in time. Additionally, some flybys pass low above the surface of Tethys (50 km). It was considered that
the two initial flybys (at 461 km and 376 km) could be used for mapping purposes, reducing the risk of
performing such low flybys at Tethys.

Solutions for the Enceladus phase of the moon tour were found by fixing L = M − 1 (the most
efficient value8) to reduce the large search space created by the high number of allowed resonances. The
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Table 9: Tethys Phase

ID
Transfer Type

N:M (L)

V∞1

[km/s]

V∞2

[km/s]

∆V

[m/s]

TOF

[d]

Flyby Height

[km]

Te1 OO 11:9 0.8 0.8 0 20.78 461.23

Te2 OO 6:5 0.8 0.8 0 11.34 376.58

Te3 ext-OO 7:6(0) 0.8 0.7 17.86 13.18 60.31

Te4 OI 8:7 0.7 0.7 0 16.63 50.98

Te5 II 14:13 0.7 0.7 0 26.45 71.54

Te6 IO 1:1 0.7 0.7 0 2.70 54.79

Te7 OO 1:1 0.7 0.7 0 1.89 519.23

Te8 OI 1:1 0.7 0.7 0 2.62 493.33

Te9 II 14:15 0.7 0.7 0 26.45 77.55

Te10 II 9:10 0.7 0.7 0 17.00 72.28

Te11 II 7:8 0.7 0.7 0 13.22 103.48

Te12 Transfer (IO) 0.7 Enceladus 0.7 5.1 5.58 206.66

Totals 22.96 157.83

Table 10: Enceladus Phase

ID
Transfer Type

N:M(L)

V∞1

[km/s]

V∞2

[km/s]

∆V

[m/s]

TOF

[d]

Flyby Height

[km]

E1 int-OO 20:17(16) 0.70 0.65 49.80 27.56 262.84

E2 OO 15:13 0.65 0.65 0.00 20.67 170.38

E3 ext-OO 8:7(6) 0.65 0.60 7.83 11.00 61.64

E4 ext-OO 17:15(14) 0.60 0.55 7.69 23.40 55.60

E5 OI 8:7 0.55 0.55 0.00 12.26 69.00

E6 IO 10:9 0.55 0.50 8.17 13.94 69.80

E7 ext-OO 21:19(18) 0.50 0.50 0.00 28.94 275.98

E8 OO 11:10 0.50 0.50 0.00 15.16 688.45

E9 ext-OO 13:12(11) 0.50 0.35 25.38 17.81 51.22

Totals 98.87 170.745

endgame at Enceladus was performed with the objective of lowering the spacecraft’s V∞ with respect to
Enceladus as much as possible (by gradually lowering the apoapsis of the Saturn-centred orbit to that of
Enceladus). This phase has a duration of 5.5 months and lowers the spacecraft’s V∞ from 0.7 km/s to
0.35 km/s with a cost of 98 m/s. The complete tour ends with the orbit insertion at Enceladus, after 53
flybys across 1054 days and with a total ∆Vtour cost of 617 m/s. The Enceladus Orbit Insertion (EOI)
mirrors the procedure of the Saturn Orbit Insertion, minus the PRM. The spacecraft is inserted into a
pre-determined long-term science orbit13 with a ∆VEOI cost of 243 m/s, bringing the total ∆V cost of
the moon tour phase to 860 m/s, before margins applied.

VII.D. Summary and Discussion

Table 11 displays a comparison of the results obtained in this work with those of other missions and
mission concepts. Before estimating the propellant required to perform the mission, some margins were
applied to the ∆V budget of the mission, in line with literature.4,14 For the moon tour, 5 m/s were added
per flyby.4 Deterministic manoeuvres (interplanetary, SOI, EOI, PRM) had their ∆V cost increased by
5%.14 After margins applied, the total ∆V cost of the mission increased from 2284 m/s to 2627 m/s.

The mass budget for the Mission to Enceladus is estimated by taking into account launcher perfor-
mance. The maximum mass an Atlas 551 rocket can place on an escape trajectory with C3 = 16 km2/s2

is around 5000 kg.14 A spacecraft dry mass of two tonnes would require 2550kg of propellant to perform
the trajectory defined in this work, after margins (assuming an Isp of 326 seconds, based on TSSM’s
890N liquid thruster2). This leads to a launch mass of around 4.5 tonnes, leaving a safety margin of
approximately 10% for any necessary additional weight.

Table 11: Comparison of Solutions. ∆V results are shown without margins applied.

Mission to Enceladus TSSM2 Decadal3 Cassini1,15 Strange et. al4 Campagnola et. al8

Launch Date 12 Dec. 2022 Sep. 2020 Jan. 2023 15 Oct. 1997 — —

Flight Sequence EVEES EEVEES EVEVES EVVEJS — —

∆VIP [m/s] 455.13 2750 350 466 — —

∆VSOI [m/s] 639.47 746 960 613
1310 (TSSM) 1310 (TSSM)

∆VPRM [m/s] 328.4 564 534 333

∆VTour [m/s] 617.45 —
527.3

— 492 316

∆VEOI [m/s] 243.5 — — 242 129

Total ∆V 2284 — 2371 — — —

Dry Mass [kg] 2000 (Atlas V) 3127 1154 2445 — —

Launch Mass [kg] 4551 (Atlas V) 6203 (Atlas V) 3560 5712 — —

Moon Tour Time [y] 2.89 — 2.7 — 2 2.7

Cruise Time [y] 9.97 9 8.5 7 — —

While inferior in terms of interplanetary ∆V , this mission’s cruise trajectory reaches Saturn in better
conditions (lower V∞) than the alternatives presented in table 11, resulting in a reduction in the capture
∆VSOI . Additionally, the combined higher dry mass of TSSM’s Titan orbiter and its in-situ packages of
2446 kg2 (with margins) reveals that there may be some interest in exploring the use of Solar Electric
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Propulsion for the interplanetary cruise with the objective of increasing the mass of instruments that can
be delivered to Saturn and its moons.

When compared to other tours in literature,3,4, 8 the moon tour that was designed for the Mission to
Enceladus resulted in a higher cost and time of flight. This happens because:

1. The Titan arrival V∞ is higher than those in literature. This resulted in a need to perform more,
or more expensive, VILTs to achieve the necessary reduction in the orbit’s semi-major axis for the
Titan and Rhea phases of the moon tour, increasing their cost and time of flight.

2. The addition of the inter-moon transfer orbits did not have a negligible effect in the ∆V budget as
the literature would suggest,4,8 with these transfer costs summing up to 68 m/s — around 10% of
the total cost of the tour. More importantly, selecting an appropriate transfer orbit was revealed to
be an important factor in the quality of the solution. Different transfer orbits allow the spacecraft to
access different resonances at arrival to a new moon and, if less expensive VILTs are not available
after transfer, this can result in an expensive phase start, such as what happened in this work
regarding the Titan-Rhea transfer.

3. A higher number of flybys is required to compensate for the fact that the minimum flyby radii used
in this work are more conservative than in literature.

4. It was not possible to exhaustively obtain all the solutions for some phases of the moon tour due
to high computational times, a downside of a Python implementation as this potentially eliminated
optimal solutions.

It should be noted that, the final Enceladus V∞ could be lowered below 350 m/s through more VILTs,
resulting in a cheaper Enceladus Orbit Insertion. Although this was not explored in this work due to the
already lengthy duration of the moon tour, it was a design decision and not a limitation imposed by the
models or implementation.

VIII. Conclusions

The feasibility of an orbiter mission to Enceladus was successfully demonstrated through a prelim-
inary spacecraft trajectory study. The results obtained are comparable in quality to other state-of-art
trajectories in literature,1–4,8 in terms of ∆V cost and mass placed in orbit of this icy moon. The V∞-
Leveraging Technique implemented in this work was demonstrated to be essential as it achieved a net
saving of 2.69 km/s, when compared to a direct Titan-Enceladus Hohmann transfer. Furthermore, the
effect of the addition of inter-moon transfer orbits was studied and found to be potentially non-negligible,
by accounting for around 10% of the total ∆V budget of the designed moon tour. Finally, the example
trajectory in this work is capable of placing a payload up to two tonnes in orbit of this icy moon.
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